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FOREWORD

MYANMAR'S NEW GOVERNMENT:
EXPECTATIONS AND CHALLENGES
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The view inside the Myanmar’s
Parliament has greatly changed
after the last elections as now many
of the faces that have been there
for years have been replaced by
new ones. With National League of
Democracy, headed by Ms. Aung
San Suu Kyi, winning staggering
80 percent of the seats the control
of the Government has shifted to
a large extent from army into the
hands of a more democratic system.
Many of the elected members who
are now a part of the Government
have previously been political
prisoners. Despite doubts from
some of the cynics, the elections
were conducted in a completely fair
manner and the results are a proof
of that.
Myanmar’s army and particularly
ex-President Mr. Thein Sein has
played a very important role in
enabling and guiding Myanmar
towards this next step in becoming
a complete democracy. This was
greatly appreciated and applauded
by the international community and
the United States President Mr.
Barrack Obama personally called
Myanmar President Mr. Thein
Sein and commended his role in
ensuring free and fair elections.
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it will give her a very wide range of
powers. The expectations from this
new NLD Government are huge. The
people of Myanmar are hoping that
under the leadership of Ms.Suu Kyi,
they will be able to see development,
prosperity, and better employment
opportunities. The international
community is hoping that this
Government will take the country
further ahead towards becoming a
complete democracy and they also
hope it will address their concerns
regarding human rights and the
treatment of women.
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MR. THEIN SEIN’S ROLE IN ENABLING MYANMAR’S
TRANSITION TOWARDS DEMOCRACY IS HEROIC
Mr. Obama also called Ms. Aung
San Suu Kyi and congratulated
her for her party’s splendid win.
These elections are a significant
landmark in Myanmar’s history and
they indicate the beginning of a new
era. Myanmar has been under the
control of a military junta for many
decades and remained so until five
years ago when the army controlled
Government
agreed
to
and
facilitated the country’s transition
towards becoming a full-fledged
democracy. This country is still a
few steps away from becoming a
complete democracy but with these
elections it is now closer to it than it
has ever been in the last 50 years. As
per Myanmar’s current constitution,
the military still holds three top
ministerial posts as well as 25
percent of the seats in Parliament.
So, the destination of becoming a
proper democracy has not yet been
reached and there is still more
distance to cover. However, the good
news is that Myanmar is certainly
moving in the right direction and if
it stays on the right track it will get
there sooner or later.
Another way in which the current
constitution of Myanmar is going to
impact the outcome of the current
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elections is by prohibiting Ms. Aung
San Suu Kyi from becoming the
president in spite of her party winning
a clear majority. The new president
will still be from Ms. Suu Kyi’s party
NLD but she herself will not able to
hold that position. This is because of
a stricture in the constitution which
prohibits anyone with a spouse or
child holding foreign citizenship
from becoming the president. Ms.
Suu Kyi’s late husband was a British
citizen and her two sons are British
citizens too and that prevents her
from becoming the president of
Myanmar.
However, Ms. Suu Kyi herself not
becoming the president should not
matter much because whether she
holds the highest post or not, it is
quite evident that is still going to
have enough power to bring about
the changes that she intends. She
proposed the name of Mr. Htin Kyaw
for the post and he comfortable won
the seat. Ms. Suu Kyi herself took the
post of Minister of Foreign Affairs of
Myanmar. On April 5, 2016 another
important development took place
wherein Myanmar’s Parliament
created a powerful new role for Ms.
Aung San Suu Kyi. This role has
been named “State Counselor” and

(5)

There is strong belief in the good
intentions of the new Government
and its desire to do all the right
things. However, there are also some
challenges in its path that it will have
to overcome if it is to prove effective
and make a significant impact. The
biggest challenge will be working
along with the army which still holds
a significant amount of control and
power. The NLD Government will
need to find a common ground
where these two different ideologies
can meet and work together for the
betterment of Myanmar. Ms. Suu
Kyi has already exhibited dynamic
diplomatic and management skills
in the way she is working with the
previous army Government. She
displayed her intentions to work
along with them and won their
support by speaking at the peace
conference organised by Mr. Thein
Sein and fully endorsing it. Keeping
peace and convincing various rebel
insurgent groups to give up arms is
going to be another big challenge.
In which way and how effectively
Myanmar’s new Government tackles
these challenges is yet to be seen
but most people trust Ms. Suu Kyi
and believe she will be able to find
the right way.
Ranjit Barthakur,
Founding Chairman,
Myanmar Matters
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Insight

THANAKA: MYANMAR'S
NATURAL COSMETIC
Besides
Myanmar’s
splendid
natural beauty, another thing that
catches the eyes of the first time
visitors to Myanmar is the yellowish
coloured patterns of different kinds
painted on the faces of people. It is
a common sight for the inhabitants
of Myanmar but the foreigners
are intrigued as nowhere else in
the world can you get to see this
phenomenon in such abundance. In
Myanmar, you can easily see various
people sporting squares, circles, or
lines on their foreheads, noses, or
cheeks. These patterns are made
using a yellowish white cosmetic
paste called “thanaka” which is
made from the bark of a tree which
is also named “thanaka”.
The cosmetic produced by grinding
the bark of the thanaka tree on a flat
and smooth stone which produces a
milky yellow paste. Myanmar people
apply this paste on their skin and
as soon as it comes in contact with
skin it quickly dries. Although men
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apply this cosmetic paste too, it is
used more commonly and more
frequently by women and children.
There are various reasons for
popularity of thanaka in Myanmar.
It serves as a natural sunscreen
which protects the skin from the
harmful effects on the sunlight and
it also helps to keep the skin cool.
Thanaka is also used as a beauty
product as it improves complexion,
stops oiliness, and tightens pores.
In a way, it also serves as a soft
soothing perfume due to its mild
but pleasant fragrance. Another
important use of thanaka is as a
medical product that has the ability
to cure fungal infection, skin sores,
acne, fever, epilepsy, measles, and
even poisoning.
In rural Myanmar, most people work
in fields and they mainly use thanka
as a sunscreen for protection
against sunburns and other damage
caused by sun. People in urban
areas whose work requires them

(6)

to spend a long amount of time out
in the open also use it for the same
purpose. However, the nature of
work in urban areas doesn’t require
many people to face direct sunlight
for long so they mainly use it for
cosmetic purposes. Some people,
mainly women, like the way thanaka
patterns on their face make them
look and they use it as kind of a style
accessory. Making leaf patterns on
face using thanaka paste is quite
popular among women living in
urban areas of Myanmar. Myanmar
people believe that the yellow colour
of thanaka matches really well with
their complexion.
When urban women use thanaka,
they usually put a makeup foundation
on their skin and then apply thanaka
on top of that. This helps them keep
their skin dry and non- oily and also
has a cooling effect which makes
it easier to bear the summer heat.
While going outside their homes,
people use thanaka sparingly but
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during night time, on weekends
and other off-days people of both
genders use it quite freely. Besides
having good effects on the texture
and complexion of the skin,thanaka
also helps in having a good sleep
as it feels soothing and has a very
pleasant fragrance. Thanaka has
been in use in Myanmar for more
than 2000 years and even after all
this time its use still remains as
popular as ever.
Traditionally thanaka is sold
as blocks which range in 10-20
centimetres in length. Thanaka
trees grow abundantly in central
Myanmar which is mostly a dry zone.
There are different varieties of the
tree which vary slightly in quality
and all of them can grow without a
lot of water. The varieties that grow
on dry, rocky soil, blended with
sand and laterite are considered to
be the best as they produce hard,
thin bark that is both durable and
fragrant.The most popular thanaka

MYANMAR MATTERS
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barks come from the trees that
grow in the Shinmataung area and
they can cost up to 9,000 kyat in the
Yangon market. Though, a thanaka
tree’s trunk usually reaches a
good 2 inches diameter within 10
years, high quality thanaka bark is
believed to come from trees that are
at least 35 years old.Thanaka trees
also grow in Thailand and some
areas of India but their use is not as
popular in any other country as it is
Myanmar.

(7)

These days, many commercial
preparations of thanaka are
available in the market which
eliminates the need of having to
prepare the paste on your own. Such
products are available as creams,
pastes and powders which are
mostly exported and are extremely
popular among Myanmar people
living in other countries. Use of such
products is also gaining popularity
in Thai spas and many of them have
started using commercial thanaka
preparations in their treatments.
The use of such products is
becoming popular among the local
people living in the urban areas as
well. However, most people still
prefer the traditional method of
preparing their own thanaka paste
as it gives them assurance of getting
the real product and also enables
them to control the quality as per
their preference.

Vol 14: January-March 2016
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BUSINESS

ALCATEL JOINS MYANMAR
UNDERSEA INTERNET
CABLE PROJECT
Alcatel-Lucent has joined hands
with Campana, a Singapore-based
telecommunications infrastructure
firm, in order to provide Myanmar
with its first private undersea
internet cable. Once this cable
gets operational it will provide an
additional 300 Gigabits per second
capacity to Myanmar. Alcatel-Lucent
is considered as a world leader in
the field of undersea cable systems
deployment and it has successfully
handled and completed multiple
such projects in the past. This new
cable has been named MYTHIC,
which is short for MyanmarMalaysia-Thailand-International
Connection and it is expected to
become operational by April 2017.

MYANMAR MATTERS
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At present the whole of Myanmar
has around 100 gigabits of
international capacity and MYTHIC
is going to add three times of that on
its own. Myanmar already has one
undersea fibre optic cable which
is controlled by Myanmar Posts
and Telecommunications (MPT), a
state owned company. This cable
is available for public leasing but
as MPT has complete monopoly at
the moment; its costs are too high.
At present, the bandwidth costs in
Myanmar are twice as compared
to Thailand and as much as seven
to ten times higher as compared to
Singapore.
The MYTHIC cable is not going to be

(8)

owned by any individual operator
and thus it will be carrier-neutral.
It is expected to not only increase
Myanmar’s bandwidth capacity and
enable it to provide more stable
internet services but along with
that it is also expected to lower
the cost of internet services for all
the local users. Alcatel- Lucent
will remain closely associated
with the project throughout its life
cycle. The company will conduct
the preliminary ocean survey work,
design the cable, manufacture the
cable, lay the cable, commission the
system, and even take care of the
maintenance of the cable system
after it has been laid down.

Vol 14: January-March 2016
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KERRY LOGISTICS BEGINS
WORK ON MYANMAR DRY PORT
PLAN
Kerry Logistics has been provided
the contract allowing it to operate
two inland ports in Myanmar. It
is a Hong Kong based company
and the contract was signed
between its subsidiary company
named KLN Singapore and the
Ministry of Rail Transportation,
Myanmar. This is being done as a
part of the Government’s plan to
construct a network of dry ports
across the country under a United
Nations initiative. U.N. believes
that development of dry ports will
benefit Myanmar and make cargo
transfer faster and more efficient by
combining the use of road, rail, sea
and waterways. KLN Singapore will
complete the project in partnership
with a local company named
Resources Group Logistics (RGL).
Both the companies will hold equal
number of shares of the 80-acre
site at Ywarthargyi near Yangon.
However, in case of the 80-acre site
at Mandalay, the number of shares
held by KLN will be slightly larger.
MYANMAR MATTERS
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KLN will invest a total of $ 42
million and apart from development
it will also operate the ports for
50 years while Resources Group
Logistics will make an investment
of $ 39 million. Another company

This project is not KLN’s
first involvement in
Myanmar. The company
has already been active
here for quite some time
and just a few months
ago it opened KART
which is across-border
road
transportation
network. This network
is providing long-haul
trucking
connections
between Thailand and
other ASEANcountries.
(9)

named

China

Communications

Constructions will be hired for
guidance

as

an

advisory.

The

company will also be given an option
to extend its operational privileges
twice for a period of 10 years after
the completion of the initial 50 years
period. The land use premium on
both these sites has been set at $
26,247 per acre with an additional
$ 5,500 per acre annual rent. This
project is not KLN’s first involvement
in Myanmar. The company has
already been active here for quite
some time and just a few months
ago it opened KART which is a
cross-border road transportation
network. This network is providing
long-haul

trucking

connections

between Thailand and other ASEAN
countries.The project will also prove
to be useful in one more way as it
is expected to generate around 250
jobs for citizens of Myanmar.
Vol 14: January-March 2016
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VIETJET EXPECTS HIGH
AVIATION GROWTH IN
MYANMAR

Myanmar is a country blessed with
immense scenic beauty and it has a
lot to offer in terms of tourism. For
the past 50 years or so this country
was under army rule and during
that period the access was closed
for most of the foreigners. However,
now that this nation is moving
towards democracy it has opened its
gates to the world. Not much time
has passed since this development
but Myanmar is already emerging
as a very popular tourist destination

MYANMAR MATTERS
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and this popularity is expected to
go on increasing in future. The
increased flow of tourists along with
significant economic development
has had a tremendous positive effect
on Myanmar’s aviation industry.
Vietjet is one of the first foreign
airlines
companies
to
start
operation
in
Myanmar.
This
Vietnamese airlines giant started
its Myanmar operations in October,
2015 by starting five flights a week
on the Yangon-Ho Chi Minh City.

(10)

A significant number of tourists
from Vietnam visit Myanmar every
year and Vietjet decided to benefit
from this trend by launching its
airlines operations between the
two countries. Vietnamese tourists
visit Myanmar for both business
and leisure. As the trade relations
between the two countries as well
as Myanmar’s reputation as a
wonderful tourist destination grows,
the number of travellers is going to
increase a great deal.

Vol 14: January-March 2016
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JAPANESE FIRMS
ENTERING MYANMAR’S
INSURANCE SECTOR
Myanmar, in an attempt to promote
and oversee the insurance sector,
has recently set up a Financial
Regulatory
Department.
The
future of insurance sector seems
quite bright in this company and
seeing that as an opportunity
various Japanese insurers have
showed a keen interest in investing
in Myanmar. Even before the
insurance market was open to
foreign companies, the Japanese
has begun offering their support in
order to help develop the Myanmar’s
insurance sector to its full potential.
They did so in hopes that the market
will be opened to them in near future.
Their prediction proved to be correct
when first foreign insurance license
was given to Thilawais, Japan. Many
other Japanese companies are also
already working with Myanmar’s
insurance companies and sharing
their knowledge and expertise with
them.

list of Japanese companies involved
in Myanmar’s insurance sector. This
company specializes in multiple
types of insurance products and in
Myanmar it is working with both life
insurers and general insurers. The
list of other prominent Japanese

companies
this

working

nation’s

to

insurance

support
sector

includes Tokio Marine & Nichido
Fire Insurance Co., Sompo Japan
Nipponkoa Insurance Inc. and Mitsui
Sumitomo Insurance Co.

Financial Service Agency is one of
the most prominent names in the
MYANMAR MATTERS
Vol 12: June - July 2015
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IFC HEADQUARTERS BUILDING, WASHINGTON D.C.
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IFC TO PROVIDE
LOAN TO LEADING
MYANMAR
GROCERY CHAIN
CITY MART
City Mart, a Myanmar based grocery
chain, has recently received U.S.
$ 25 million as loan. The loan has
been provided by The International
Finance Corporation (IFC) which is
backed by the World Bank.This is a
part of World Bank’s initiatives to
contribute in the development of
Myanmar. The project will involve
setting up various supermarkets and
hypermarkets throughout Myanmar.
The total cost of this project $ 46
million and the remaining $ 21
million will be put in by City Mart
itself. The process for loan approval
did take some time and both parties
were in negotiations for over 2 years.
However, the process has finally
been completed. Loan was approved
on January 7, 2016, documents were
signed on January 11, 2016 and the
amount was invested on February
10, 2016.
Mr. Win Win Tint, director of City
Mart, expressed his happiness on
the completion of the transaction
and he is hopeful that this will prove
MYANMAR MATTERS
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to be useful not only for City Mart but
also for the people of Myanmar. City
Mart already has around 150 retail
operational outlets and it has plans
to use this funding to open 50 new
City Express convenience stores
before the end of 2017. The opening
of new stores will benefit the
company by increasing its revenue
which is expected to reach $ 150
million by 2021. Myanmar citizens
will be benefited through the as well
as some small and medium sized
companies will also be brought in
order to enhance supply chain and
distribution networks.
IFC will not only provide monetary
support but along with that it
will also share its expertise and
provide guidance to City Mart in
various important areas such as
food safety, proper social practices,
good environmental practices and
corporate governance. Myanmar
has a huge retail sector amounting
to U.S. $ 12 billion but till now it has
been very informal. Developments
(12)

such as these are taking Myanmar’s
market in the right direction and if
it keeps going the same way it will
catch up with other more developed
Asian countries soon.

The
process
for
loan approval did
take some time and
both parties were in
negotiations for over
2 years. However, the
process has finally
been
completed.
Loan was approved
on January 7, 2016,
documents
were
signed on January 11,
2016 and the amount
was
invested
on
February 10, 2016.
Vol 14: January-March 2016
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finance

YANGON STOCK
EXCHANGE RECEIVES
ITS FIRST LISTING
Myanmar has got its first ever
stock exchange which is called
Yangon Stock Exchange (YSX). This
development comes just one week
before the new Government assumes
its position. Though YSX was already
launched last year in December, but
it received its first listing on 25th
March, 2016. The stock exchange
has been operational since the day
of its opening but till now trading
was only being conducted through
dry run testing internally.First
Myanmar Investment (FMI) is the
first ever company to join YSX.
Initially, besides FMI, five other
companies were supposed to be
listed on YSX on the same day but
due to some reasons they could
not get themselves ready for share
trading by that time.

Company Limited (Mapco), First
Private Bank and Great Hor Kham..
Now these companies will be joining
YSX later but date has not been
decided yet. FMI shares began at a
floor price of 26,000 kyats (US $ 22
approx.) and by the end of the day
their trading price reached 31,000
kyats (US $ 26 approx.).
YSX has placed a daily 5000 kyat
(US $ 4 approx.) ceiling on stock
price fluctuation in order to
prevent volatility on the bourse so
after reaching 31000 kyats prices

were not allowed to increase any
further. YSX has also tied up with six
securities companies by selecting
them as underwriters. These
companies are Kanbawza (KBZ)
Group of Companies, CB Securities,
AYA Securities and the Myanmar
Securities Exchange Centre. They
will be working as liaisons between
the listed companies and buyers
and sellers. Myanmar’s economy
is already developing at a good
pace and it will get a big boost once
trading at YSX picks up.

This list contains of some of the
most prominent names in Myanmar
business world including Myanmar
Citizens Bank, Myanmar Thilawa
SEZ Holdings Public Limited,
Myanmar
Agribusiness
Public
MYANMAR MATTERS
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technology

NETFLIX STREAMS INTO
MYANMAR
On January 6, 2016, Netflix launched
its streaming service in 130 new
countries. Netflix is the world’s
largest internet television network
and it has more reach than almost
any other traditional broadcaster
with YouTube and local new
channels being the only exceptions.
Myanmar is one of the countries
where Netflix is available now but as
the current internet speed available
in this country are quite slow it might
not be able to become popular just
yet. High cost of internet services in
Myanmar is another hindrance so
people here might have to rely on
DVDs to watch their favourite movies
and TV shows for some more time.
MYANMAR MATTERS
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The availability of Wi-Fi connections
and 3G networks is a very new
development in Myanmar. People
here are just getting accustomed
to using internet for anything
more than sending e-mails. There
are three main internet services
operating in Myanmar- Telenor,
Ooredoo and Myanmar Post and
Telecommunications (MPT). Ookla,
a renowned internet metrics
provider recently conducted a study
which showed that none of these
networks are fast enough to enable
people to enjoy Netflix comfortably
and at the moment all of them are
quite expensive as well.
MPT is among the faster internet
(14)

services here and it provides a
download speed of 6.24 megabits
per second while Ooredoo is much
slower than even the average
download speed of 6 megabits per
second.
The internet service providers in
Myanmar have welcomed this move
from Netflix though they understand
that at it will take some time before
people can actually start using this
service here. The average download
speed of 6 megabits per second
means that even 1 gigabit of data,
which can be the size of a single
episode of some TV series, will take
3.7 hours to download.
Vol 14: January-March 2016

Streaming over Wi-Fi networks in
this country is even slower and will
require frequent buffering which
can be many hours to watch just
one season of a TV series. As Wi-Fi
networks are extremely slow people
here mostly rely on 3G networks
which are quite expensive. Telenor
is Myanmar’s largest 3G network
with around 12 million customers.
The cost of services provided by this
company is 6 Kyats/MB for a speed
of 2 megabits per second. A 6.5 GB
premium internet package provided
by MPT costs 25,000 kyats.
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This is way too expensive for most
Myanmar citizens and though Netflix
provides one month free trial, after
that initial month there is $ 8 per
month charge. A whole season of a
TV series is easily available on DVD
for a cost equivalent to around just
$ 5. Therefore in present situation
people will find DVD to be a much
better and cheaper option than
using Netflix services. Another
issue is that online purchase of a
Netflix package will require the use
of a credit card which most people
here do not have.
Myanmar is mainly a cash based
society where many people have
never ever had a credit card issued
to their name and neither are they
comfortable making such kind of
transactions. This is expected to
change in future but it is going to
take some time and till then the
chances of using Netflix services
becoming a popular phenomenon
are quite less. The good news is that
many of Myanmar’s internet users
are happy with this development.
So, many of them have expressed
their excitement about Netflix being
available in their country over the
internet. The move to go global has
greatly benefitted Netflix in general
and it has resulted in a sharp rise
the company’s stock.
MYANMAR MATTERS
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SUU KYI SPEAKS AT
PEACE CONFERENCE
TO BOOST MYANMAR
CEASE-FIRE
Ms. Aung San Suu Kyi, Myanmar’s
newly appointed State Counselor
spoke at the Union Peace
Conference for the first time. This
event was held on 12 January, 2016
which was after the election results
were announced but before she had
accepted any position in Myanmar
Government. In the past, Ms. Suu
Kyi has called this peace conference
a sham and openly criticized it.
Therefore, her presence at the event
and making a speech there was a big
surprise to everyone. These talks
were attended by the members of
parliament, military and some of the
armed guerrilla groups.

the ceasefire agreement reached
between some rebel groups and
Myanmar Governments earlier are
both meaningless and just a showoff ploy to project false image to the
people.
Showing up at the peace conference
and speaking there shows that
Ms. Suu Kyi has now changed her
opinion on the matter. Her making
this gesture after her party wining

the elections comfortably and ready
to form the new Government shows
that she is willing to cooperate
and work harmoniously with the
previous Government leaders and
the army towards the betterment
of Myanmar. Her involvement may
also help to persuade the other
rebel groups who have been so
far resisting the peace process
to lay down their arms and enter
negotiations with the Government.

These groups have been at war with
Myanmar Government for the last
many years and have caused serious
disruptions and damage. Ms. Suu
Kyi’s presence and speech at the
event has provided a big boost to the
chances of the talks being successful
which can bring about a much
needed long term peace in country.
Ms. Suu Kyi was against these talks
earlier because she doubted the
intentions of the army. She was of
the opinion that these talks and even
MYANMAR MATTERS
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MYANMAR WORKING
HARD TO MAKE MORE GAS
DISCOVERIES
Both local and foreign oil and gas
companies have become extremely
interested in Myanmar after the
discovery of gas in Block A-6.
Myanmar Government and foreign
companies are hopeful that this is
just a beginning and many more
discoveries will be made in future.
This discovery has shown that there
is a huge potential for finding large
reserves of gas in Myanmar’s deep
water blocks. A total of 51 offshore
blocks are present in Myanmar’s
off shore areas and exploration
activities are going to be conducted
in 18 of them. Deadlines have been
set for the companies which have
won exploration rights for these
areas.
For blocks where water is shallow,
exploration has to begin by 2017
and for deep-water blocks these
MYANMAR MATTERS
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activities should start by 2018.
Additionally, 20 more of these
blocks havebeen auctioned off and
pre-exploration activities are in
progress in those areas. Speaking
on behalf of Myanmar Oil and Gas
Enterprise (MOGE) at the "Offshore
Summit Myanmar 2016" its director
Mr. Than Minn has stated that they
are quite confident about making
numerous gas discoveries in future.
He further added that exploration
rights will be issued to oil and gas
companies on a first come first
serve basis.

companies working along with MPRL
E&P and they both hold 40 per cent
each in the project. MOGE is working
towards developing hydrocarbon
resources on its own and at the
same time it is also speaking to
and trying to persuade international
companies to intensify ongoing
exploration efforts and come
forward to carry out explorations in
more blocks.

MPRL E&P, a local Myanmar
company, joined hands with a few
foreign co-investors and with their
help it has been successful in
discovering gas in Shwe Yee Htun1 well located in the Rakhine Basin.
Total E&P and Woodside are the
(17)
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TOURISM

6 AMAZING EXPERIENCES
ONLY MYANMAR CAN
PROVIDE
Myanmar is changing and it is
changing in a good way. For the last
many decades, it was not on the list
of vacation destinations for most
people around the world. It’s being
ruled by the army and the sanctions
imposed on it by various countries
because of it made people hesitant
to visit Myanmar. Also, getting a visa
was extremely hard and could even
be considered close to impossible.
So, in a way this country was pretty
much a separate world of its own
which was closed off for all the
outsiders.

most friendly people in the world.
Now that people residing in other
countries are getting to learn more
about Myanmar, they are becoming
interested in its culture and so many
want to visit this wonderful nation.
Myanmar is not just a good tourist
destination but it is also unique
in many ways. Below is the list of
six amazing experiences that only
Myanmar can provide:
This country is blessed with
breathtakingly beautiful locales and
it is home to some of the nicest and
most friendly people in the world.
Now that people residing in other
countries are getting to learn more
about Myanmar, they are becoming
interested in its culture and so many
want to visit this wonderful nation.

All that has changed in the last few
years as Myanmar is opening its
gates for the rest of the world and
transitioning towards democracy.
This country is blessed with
breathtakingly beautiful locales and
it is home to some of the nicest and
MYANMAR MATTERS
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1. Teahouses:
People of Myanmar are very fond of tea and
drinking this beverage is so commonly popular
here that it can be called a lifestyle. Here,
people do not frequent bars like they do in the
western countries. Myanmar people prefer
going to teahouses and this practice is so
common that each and every neighbourhood
has at least one such shop and some of
them even remain open 24 hours a day. The
ambience and feel of sipping tea at these
teahouses is a very different experience that
you will not get anywhere else in the world.
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2. One-leg Rowing:
This is one sight that you most probably have
never seen if you have never been to Myanmar.
One-leg rowing is practiced by Myanmar’s
Intha fishermen using ten feet long boats that
are built like canoes. Nowhere else in the world
will you find people rowing using their legs.
They wrap one leg around an oar and control
the movement of the boat by manipulating the
pressure on their free leg. Intha fishermen
live in colourful floating villages held up by
bamboo which is a wonderful sight in itself.

3. World’s Largest Book:
If you want to see the world’s largest book,
you will need to visit the gilded Kuthodaw
Pagoda located at the foot of Mandalay Hill in
Mandalay, Myanmar. This pagoda has a total
of 730 marble slabs all of which are inscribed
with Buddhist teachings. It was built circa
1860 by King Mindon Minand it took him eight
years to complete the construction. The texts
displayed on 729 of the five feet long and
three and a half feet wide marble slabs were
taken from ancient manuscripts. The last slab
contains information about the pagoda and
how it was built.

MYANMAR MATTERS
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4. World’s Longest Teak Bridge:
U Bein bridge located in Amarapura, Myanmar
is 1.2 kilometres long and that makes it
the world’s longest teak bridge. The bridge
was built in the late 1850s when the capital
of Myanmar was shifted from Amarapura
to Mandalay. The Amarapura palace was
dismantled and the pieces of wood obtained
from it were used to build this bridge.
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5.	Burmese
Inle Lake:

Cat

Sanctuary,

The Inle Heritage House is built above the Inle
Lake and it consists of six bungalows and is
also home to Myanmar’s only over-water
Burmese Cat Sanctuary. The sanctuary was
created to save the very rare Burmese cats
from extinction when their number became
alarmingly low. In 1930s not even a single
Burmese cat remained in Myanmar as they
were freely allowed to breed with other cats
which led to no pure bred cat being left in
the whole country. Fortunately, some people
had taken these cats to other countries and
maintained their pure breed. 40 of these cats
were reintroduced to Burma and housed in
the Inle Heritage House. Here you can not only
watch these cats but also play with them.

6. Shwenandaw Monastery:
Shwenandaw Monastry is only former royal
residence in Myanmar that still retains its
original structure. The other royal palaces
were destroyed in World War II bombing.King
Thibaw Min starting building this structure as
it stands in 1878 and it took him five years to
complete it. It was built using the materials
obtained from dismantling the royal place
built by King Mindon Min in the year 1857.
This magnificent building showcases the
traditional Burmese architectural style. It
has large teak pillars and artistically carved
teak panels which display scenes from Jataka
tales recounting stories from previous lives of
Gautam Buddha.
MYANMAR MATTERS
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ARTS AND CULTURE

30TH DASTKARI HAAT CRAFT BAZAAR AT
DELHI HAAT PRESENTS ARTISANS FROM
MYANMAR
Dastkaari Haat Craft Bazaar was
hosted at Dilli Haat, New Delhi
from January 1 to 15. This is an
annual event organized each year
by Dastkari Haat Samiti and this
year marks the 30th anniversary
of the event. India’s Ministry of
External Affairs and the Embassy
of India in Myanmar support this
event to encourage and support the
traditional craftsmen from Myanmar
and India. It also serves the purpose
of bringing these two countries
together and enhancing their
friendship. Not only do craftsmen
get to showcase their work but
along with that they also find a great
opportunity for networking and
learning from each other.
This year, at the 30th Dastkaari Haat
Craft Bazaar artisans from Myanmar
presented
traditional
Pathein
umbrellas, puppets, velvet slippers,
lacquer work and various types of
jade items all of which were loved
by everyone. Indian craftsmen came
from various states and exhibited
MYANMAR MATTERS
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their traditional skills in their full
glory. People who visited the vent
got to enjoy various traditional crafts
such as shell craft, basketry, mat
weaving, handloom textile weaving,
hyacinth grass weaving, jewellery
and many more. Representatives
from exports and handicrafts as well
as Foreign Ministry of India were
also present and they described this
craft bazaar as a beneficial event for
everyone involved.

quality products. Visitors and
craftsmen were also treated to a
visual and auditory feast by various
folk artists. Musical performance
by Langa group and Kalbelia gypsy
dance from Rajasthan, the Bhavai
folk theatre from Gujrat, and the
tribal martial Chhau dance from
West Bengal won all the hearts.

A Crafts and Skill Development
Workshop was also organized
which resulted in the creation of
various new, innovative designs.
The workshop also provided an
additional wonderful opportunity
to artisans from both the countries
to enhance learn new techniques,
improve their skills, build useful
links, and form new friendships. One
of the main purposes of this event
is to provide more opportunities
to craftsmen from Myanmar by
providing them more exposure
and enabling them to make better
(21)
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INFRASTRUCTURE

THE KALADAN PROJECT IS
IMPROVING INDIA-MYANMAR
ECONOMIC TIES
Kaladan is a R 2,904 crore aimed at
enhancing economic ties between
Myanmar and India. Kaladan
multi-modal
transit
transport
project is the cornerstone of IndiaMyanmar economic ties, feels
Win Aung, President, Federation
of Chambers of Commerce and
Industry, Myanmar. The initial cost
of the project was estimated at
R 535.91 crore in March, 2008 when
it was approved by the cabinet but
in October, 2015 this estimate was
revised and the current figure of
R 2,904 was stated.
The project involves a 225
kilometres long waterway route
along the Kaladan River from
Sittwe Port to Kaletwa and a 62
kilometres long roadway a roadway
from Kaletwa to the India-Myanmar
border.The Kaladan project is of
great importance for both Myanmar
and India. Once completed, it will
provide a huge boost to the economy
of Myanmar by enhancing trade
through the Sittwe port. It is also
extremely important for India as it
MYANMAR MATTERS
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will provide second route for goods
from India’s North East to rest
of the country and the rest of the
world. At present India’s North East
is connected to mainland by only a
narrow strip of land which makes it
very difficult to access.
Apart from boosting the economy
of Myanmar, the project will also
make for an alternative route for
goods from India’s North-East to
rest of the (country and) world.
Furthermore, the project will
(22)

help India counterbalance China’s
growing influence in Myanmar.
The waterway part of the Kaladan
Multi-Modal
Transit
Transport
Project is expected to be completed
by 2016 and the road part should
be completed and operational by
2019. Essar, an Indian multinational
conglomerate holding company, is
involved in the project and working
to build is the Sittwe port. The
dredging work on Kaladan River has
been started and construction is
expected to be completed soon.
Vol 14: January-March 2016

ANNOUNCES
Asian Elephants in the Wild.
Elephant Talk 2016
8th & 9th November 2016, Guwahati. Assam. India

Agenda:

Participants:

Conservation across Large Landscapes:
Tackling the Road Blocks.
Outlining a Conservation Model across
Geographies & Demographics: Knowing
what needs to be done.
Organizing & Resourcing: A 5 Year Road
Map

Government of Bhutan
Government of Myanmar
Government of Nepal
Government of India
Environmental Organizations
& Civil Society

Knowledge Partners:
IUCN | WWF | ANCF | WTI | ATREE | WCS APPL FOUNDATION | SANCTUARY ASIA
For Participation:
robineastment@baliparafoundation.com | elephanttalk@baliparafoundation.com
http://www.baliparafoundation.com/

Balipara Foundation Awards 2016
9th November 2016, Guwahati. Assam. India
The Annual Balipara Foundation Award
NaturenomicsTM Award
Green Legal Award
Himalayan Conservation Award
Green Guru Award
Young Naturalist Award
Food for the Future Award
Nature Conservancy Award
Lifetime Service Award
For Participation:
sanjiddutta@baliparafoundation.com | baliparaawards@baliparafoundation.com
http://www.baliparafoundation.com/

North East-Investment
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AGARTALA RAILWAY STATION

CENTER TO PROVIDE 60
PERCENT FUND FOR TRIPURA
LAND ACQUISITION PROCESS
The Tripura Government has
plans to extend the Indo-Bangla
railway project and it would need
to acquire a huge stretch of land
for it. Acquiring that much land is a
very expensive affair and the state
Government doesn’t have enough
funds to do it on its own. Central
Government has come forward to
help Tripura in this regards and it
has promised to provide 60 percent
of the amount required to complete
this process. State Government is
waiting to receive the funds from
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centre so that it can begin the land
acquisition process. The initial cost
estimate for the complete project
was Rs. 302 crore but it has been
revised and reduced to Rs. 97 crore
now.
The recent decision taken to
construct a 3.7 kilometres long
flyover is the main reason for
this reduction. The fly-over will
stretch from Agartala railway
station to Charipara including
the 1.3 kilometres railway yard

(24)

which will connect to Gangasagar
Railway Station in Bangladesh.
The railway line in question will be
15.054 kilometre long and run from
Agartala to Akhaura. The improved
connectivity provided this railway
line will prove beneficial in various
ways. This project will certainly help
to strengthen the bond between
India and Bangladesh as well as
boost trade.
The proposed railway line will enter
Bangladesh from a village named
Nischintapur which is located at
Indo-Bangla border. It will be a
broad gauge railway line and its
construction work is expected to be
completed by 2017. Agartala Railway
station received a commercial broad
gauge train for the first time ever
on February 23, 2016.The plan to
connect all North East state capitals
by broad gauge line is also in the
pipeline and as per Union Minister of
State for Railways Mr. Manoj Sinha
this will be done before we enter the
year 2020.
Vol 14: January-March 2016
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North East-Business

AMUL HAS PLANS TO SET
UP PROCESSING UNIT IN
NORTHEAST
Amul, the Indian dairy giant, has
decided to set up a processing unit
in North East India. It is the brand
name used by Gujarat Cooperative
Milk Marketing Federation (GCMMF)
to sell its dairy products. The
enormous size of this company can
be judged from the fact that every
single day it procures about 14.85
million litres of milk from 18,536
village milk cooperative societies.
Today this company has come a long
way from what it was when it was
formed in 1946. At that time GCMMF
started operating with just two
village dairy co-operative societies
and only 247 litres of milk.
GCMMF has played a huge role in
helping India to become the largest
milk producer in the world.The firm
makes huge sales all over India
and by the end of this fiscal year it
is expecting to earn annual revenue
of Rs. 23,000 crore. Representatives
from Amul say that this huge
revenue is a result of its increased
sales and neither has it increased
MYANMAR MATTERS
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its prices nor does it have any
plans to do so at least for the next
six months.Besides catering to the
Indian market, GCMMF also exports
its value-added products to over
50 other countries. Revenue from
exports contributes Rs. 25 crore to
its total annual revenue.

labour and other costs associated
with production and procurement.
Besides the cost factor, Amul is
also looking towards expanding its
production capacity in order to meet
the increased market demand.

At the moment Amul has 60
processing units and it is already
in the process of setting up two
processing units in Uttar Pradesh.
One of these plants is being set
up in Lucknow and the other one
in Kanpur. Both these plants are
expected to become operational
within the next six months. Amul
is spending a total of Rs. 400
crores on these plants. GCMMF's
Managing Director Mr. R S Sodhi
has confirmed that the company is
looking at North East for setting up
new manufacturing plants.
The reason behind this move is
increase in the production costs at
existing manufacturing units due to
increase in the price of cattle feeds,
(25)
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NORTH EAST – RIVERWAYS

17 WATERWAY PROJECTS
TO LINK NORTH-EAST
WITH OTHER STATES
Union Minister of India Mr.
Jitendra Singh has announced that
Central Government has decided
to undertake 17 new waterway
projects. Mr. Singh serves in the
Indian Government as the Minister
of State for Development of the
North-eastern Region (DoNER).
Indian Government has been paying
special attention towards its North
East region recently and it has a
plan to focus on development of
all the states located in the area.
These projects are a part of that
plan and they will serve to improve
connectivity between North Eastern
states and the rest of India. Projects
for the betterment of railway, air
and road links in all eight states
located in the region have already
been finalized and work has already
begun for many of them.

East Policy which makes resolving
connectivity problems in the North
East a priority. Prime Minister of
India Mr. Narendra Modi believes
that India’s North East is it’s
gateway to ASEAN countries and
without
improving
connectivity
in the region we cannot hope to
increase trade with any of those
nations. He also believes that nation
cannot progress as a whole if some
area is left undeveloped. The region
has been generally ignored by the
previous central Governments but
fortunately things are changing for
better now.

Emphasis on waterway projects is
important because not only is this
mode of transport cost effective and
fuel efficient but along with that it
is also environment friendly unlike
other ways of traveling. At present,
India has six waterway projects and
some time back the parliament of
the country has passed the National
Waterways Bill, 2015 which seeks to
add 106 inland waterways to the list.
Out of the proposed 17 waterway
projects to be undertaken in North
East at least one and maybe even
two of them will serve to connect the
Bay of Bengal with the Brahmaputra
River in Assam.

All of these projects can be
connected to Government’s Act
MYANMAR MATTERS
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North East-Technology
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VODAFONE
INVESTS IN 3G
NETWORK AT
SHILLONG IN
MEGHALAYA
Indian telecom company Vodafone
has decided to enter India’s North
East region. This huge telecom
network operator Vodafone India
is going to introduce 3G services
In Meghalaya. In order to achieve
this aim it has deployed 68 new 3G
towers in Shillong, the capital of
Meghalaya. Vodafone has already
made a huge investment on this
project which it hopes to recover
soon by tapping into the Shillong’s

telecom market and reaching out to
its 2.8 lakh residents. The decision
was made after Vodafone managed
to bag 3G (2100 Mhz) spectrum for
Assam and North East circle at
auctions held in March, 2015.
So far, Vodafone has invested Rs.
500 crore in Assam and North East
(ANE) circle. The company already
has 40 million subscribers in this
circle and it hopes to increase that

number even further by expanding
its services in Meghalaya. At present,
40 percent of Vodafone’s customers
are data users and as 3G services
are made available many more
will be attracted towards utilizing
these services. The company aims
promote and speed up mobile
internet usage by providing easily
accessible and high quality services.

JICA AGREES TO SHARE ITS
TECHNOLOGY TO PROMOTE
SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
IN MIZORAM
Japanese International Cooperative
Agency (JICA) has signed an
agreement
with
Mizoram
Government under which it has
agreed to share its knowledge,
expertise and technology to help
promote sustainable agriculture
in the state. This Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) has been
named ‘Capacity Enhancement
for Sustainable Agriculture and
Irrigation Development’ and it was
MYANMAR MATTERS
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signed on March 24, 2016. The
list of the people who signed the
agreement on behalf of Mizoram
includes various top officials from
Agriculture,
Minor
Irrigation,
Horticulture and Soil and Water
Conservation
departments.
Mizoram’s State Chief Secretary
Mr. Lalmalsawmawas also present
at the occasion. Representing
JICA were Mr. Satoru Fujita, its
Team Leader and four other senior
(27)

officials. Between 2013 and 2015,
JICA conducted a development study
and used its findings to formulate
a master plan. This plan spans a
period of 20 years and is set to begin
from October, 2016. As a part of this
the technical cooperation project,
training programs will be conducted
for both farmers and officials in
Japan. All the expenses will be
borne by the Japanese Government.
Vol 14: January-March 2016
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BIHU FESTIVAL CELEBRATED
WITH GREAT ENTHUSIASM IN
ASSAM
In India, just as the New Year starts,
the month of January brings many
harvest festivals along with it. Some
of these festivals include Pongal in
Tamil Nadu; Lohri in Punjab; and
Makar Sankranti in northern and
western regions of India. The North
Eastern state of Assam is also home
to one such festival called Bhogali
Bihu. It’s a colourful and fun filled
festival which is thoroughly enjoyed
by all the people of Assam. On this
day political leaders greet common
people and sweet words containing
messages of tolerance and love
are spoken to each other. All the
different communities residing in
Assam come together and celebrate
their oneness with nature.
This year, the Bihu festival was
celebrated on January 15 and it was
just as wonderful as it is every year.
Over the years modernization has
started touching and creeping into
the North Eastern lifestyle. Some of
these aspects had an effect on the
Bihu festival as well and resulted in
MYANMAR MATTERS
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some what changes being made to
the traditional dresses, songs, and
dancing. For this year’s Bihu festival,
Saodou Asom Bihu Sanmilani
Somonnoy Rokkhi Samiti issued a
list of rules and pleaded people to
go back to the original traditions and
culture.
The appeal made by Saodou Asom
Bihu Sanmilani Somonnoy Rokkhi
Samiti had some effect and this
year’s Bihu festival turned out to
be more traditional and culturally
pure than it has been in the last few
years. “Magh Bihu”is a festival of
enjoyment through singing, dancing,
and feasting on mouth-watering
dishes. Despite refuting some of the
modern influences it had picked up
with time, this year’s festival was
still a wonderful and extremely
entertaining affair.

Assam and at these gatherings
people gathered around Meji and
sang Bihu songs, played dhol, and
participated in various games. The
next morning all the men took a
bath and then commenced to set
fire to Meji. All the others gathered
around the burning Meji and threw
rice cakes and betel nuts in the
fire. While doing so they offered
their prayers to the God of Fire and
marked the end of the harvesting
year.

On the eve of January 15, men went
to the field and built a makeshift
cottage which is called Bhelaghar
and a bonfire called Meji. At night
community feats were held all over
(28)
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NEIGHBOURS – BHUTAN

UNHCR RECIEVES EURO
2 MILLION FROM EU TO
SUPPORT BHUTANESE
REFUGEES
million will help to address various
kinds of problems being faced by
these refugees. UNHCR is making
every possible effort to help them
in meeting all kinds of basic needs
and to create satisfactory living
conditions for them.

United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR) has received
2 million from the European
Union (EU). This amount has been
provided to UNHCR to help Bhutan
in resolving issues such as providing
protection and sustainable solutions
for Bhutanese refugees in Nepal.
The money will be used over a
three year period from 2016 to
2019. Besides providing care to the
refugees from Bhutan who have
decided to stay in Nepal and not
go back, UNHCR will also work to
help resettle Bhutanese refugees in
other third world countries.

Out of the total 17000 of these
refugees living in Beldangi and
Sanischare camps in Nepal, about
11000 are expected to refuse to go
back and choose to stay in Nepal.
Including the refugees residing
in Nepal, over 101,000 Bhutanese
refugees are living in eight different
third world countries. The program
to help these people resettle was
started near the end of 2007.UNHCR
has been supporting this cause
for a very long time and EU joined
hands with it in 1994. The UNHCR
Representative in Nepal, Mr. Craig
Sanders, has expressed gratitude
towards the huge contribution made
by EU.

Services
including
shelter,
education, health, sanitation and
access to sustainable energy will
be provided to Bhutanese staying
in Nepal. UNHCR will also work to
provide social support as well as
physical and legal protection to
these people. The European Union
has been trying to support the
17000 refugees from Bhutan living
is Eastern Nepal for many years.
2
This monetary assistance of
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DOHATEC BAGS
THE CONTRACT
TO BUILD
E-PROCUREMENT
SYSTEM FOR
BHUTAN
Dohatec is a reputed and trusted
Bangladeshi software company
which specializes in developing
software solutions and providing
IT services to enterprise clients.
This company has worked on many
prestigious projects with numerous
reputed clients in the past and now it
has added another feather in its cap
by bagging the project to develop an
electronic Government procurement
(e-GP) system for the Government
of Bhutan. This e-GP will have the
capacity to handle 15,000 bids a
year.Dohatec has already signed the
deal with the Government of Bhutan
and commenced working on the
project on January 26 this year.
The company has also been handling
e-GP system development work for
Bangladeshi Government for the
last 12 years. The system built by
Dohatecis being used In Bangladesh
by various Government departments
including the road transport and
bridges ministry, water resources
ministry, local Government ministry
MYANMAR MATTERS
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and the Rural Electrification
Board. The impressive portfolio of
the company includes developing
Bangladesh's
voter
identity
registration and biometric matching
system, developing voter enrolment
and people's identification software
for Bangladesh’s army, working in
partnership with Harte-Hanks Inc.
to develop United States Postal
Service's
online
mail-tracking
system, creating the World Bank's
World Development Report every
single year starting from 2002, and
various other projectswith different
companies in Canada, Germany and
Switzerland.

from various developing countries
including software giants from India.
Even Microsoft is greatly impressed
byDohatec’s achievements and has
honoured the company by making it
a Microsoft Gold Software certified
partner in 2006.

The e-GP system of Bhutan will be
modelled after the similar system
Dohatec built for Bangladesh. In
order to complete this project the
company has partnered with New
Edge Technologies by signing an
eight year contract with them.
Dohatec faced tough competition in
order to bag this project and had to
compete with reputed companies
(30)
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THE ILLUSTRIOUS
RISE OF BANGLADESH
CRICKET TEAM
Bangladesh has been playing
cricket for many years now and
this journey started with its first
international cricket match in
1979 when it participated the
International Cricket Council (ICC)
Trophy tournament. However, for a
long time this team was not taken
seriously by the rest of the cricketing
world. This is clear from the fact that
it took this team so long to achieve
the Test team status and it was able
to play its first test match only in
November, 2000. After achieving the
Test status, Bangladesh formally
established the Bangladesh Cricket
Board (BCB) in the same year. Much
of this delay may also be attributed
to separation of East and West
Pakistan and Bangladesh emerging
as a new country which forced it to
begin from the scratch and assert
its cricketing nation status all over
again.
In the 1979 ICC Trophy tournament,
Bangladesh won its first ever
international cricket match against
MYANMAR MATTERS
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Fiji and later also defeated Malaysia.
The team could not make it to the
semi-final stage due to losses
against Canada and Denmark. The
country’s first ICC Trophy win came
in 1997 where Bangladesh pulled
off an impressive performance by
winning all five of its matches and
this qualifying for the Cricket World
Cup to be held in England in 1999.
Even after that it was still considered
a minnow by the other cricketing
teams as it was not able to match
them in terms of performance.
Bangladesh performed quite poorly
for a long time and holds the
record of most successive losses
in both test matches and one day
internationals. This team lost 21
test matches consecutively between
2000 and 2002. It also lost 23 one
day internationals consecutively
between2001 and 2004.
The cricket team of Bangladesh has
a come a long way since its inaugural
international match in 1979. Today
it is ranked ninth in Tests, seventh
(31)

in one day internationals and tenth
in Twenty-twenty internationals by
the International Cricket Council.
Bangladesh also has a Women
Cricket team that is ranked ninth in
the world. In the past, Bangladesh’s
men’s cricket team was not taken
seriously at all. Any match it
participated in was considered
one-sided and it was assumed that
the other team is surely going to
win unless that team happened
to be another minnow itself such
as Scotland, Holland, and likes.
But today things have changed a
lot. Bangladesh has proven that it
cannot be taken lightly by beating
cricketing giants such as South
Africa, Pakistan, and India. It has
even managed to win a few series
against some of the top teams.
By showing tremendous improvement and pulling off multiple
impressive performances against
strong opponents, Bangladesh has
declared its arrival as a good cricket
team. Its outstanding performances
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and impressive victories have
provided it a lot of respect and the
whole world has been forced to stand
up and notice. This development has
been welcomed by the cricketing
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world and is being considered good
for the future of cricket. This team
is certainly moving in the right
direction and its moving fast. The
fans of cricket in Bangladesh are

(32)

delighted and now they can dream
of becoming the number one team
in the world and maybe even win the
World Cup one day.
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DAMODAR INDUSTRIES EYES
INCREASING ANNUAL YARN
EXPORTS TO BANGLADESH
TO 2000 TONNES
Damodar
Industries
Ltd.,
a
famous Indian yarn maker, is
aiming at increasing its annual
exports to Bangladesh to 2,000
tonnes. The company hopes to
achieve this target within the next
three years. At present,Damodar
Industries supplies 500 tonnesof
yarn to Bangladesh per year. The
company believes it to be a very
realistic target and hopes to easily
achieve it on time. This company
deals with twelve major suppliers
in Bangladesh and is the main
source for getting raw materials
for them. In the last few years, the
focus of international garment
companies has shifted from China
to Bangladesh. Due to rising costs,
China is no longer their preferred
shopping place. Shortage of skilled
workers in China is another factor
that is driving the foreign companies
away.
Most of the garment companies
from all over the world no prefer to
buy garments from Bangladesh as
MYANMAR MATTERS
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it is providing high quality products
at very low prices. The same shift is
being seen in yarn exporters as well
and they too give preference to export
to Bangladesh rather than China. In
2015, Bangladesh exported apparels
worth $ 26.5 billion and this figure
is going to be even higher this year.
By the year 2021, Bangladesh hopes
to increase its garment export to
$ 50 billion and going by the current
trend it should get there easily.
Due to Bangladesh’s ties with big
international brands as well as
retailers it has become a respected
and favoured destination in the
garment industry.

it is much more competitive than
China in terms of prices. Winsome
Yarns Ltd., is another Indian
company that does a huge amount
a business with companies based
in Bangladesh. According to Mr.
Chinmay Sharma, Manager (Export)
at Winsome Yarns, the company
is confident that they will be doing
annually increasing business with
Bangladesh.

Since Bangladesh is exporting huge
quantities of apparels to numerous
countries throughout the world the
yarn exporters know that they are
going to get repeat business which
will keep growing with time. This
has made many of them very keen
to do business with this country.
Cost factor is also influencing this
decision in Bangladesh’s favour as
(33)
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